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TAXI 07
A DESIGN TRUST PROJECT
The Design Trust for Public Space is a non-profit organization
dedicated to improving New York City’s parks, plazas, streets,
and public buildings. Design Trust projects enrich the
urban experience for all New Yorkers by turning good design
intentions into reality. We bring together neighborhoods,
public agencies, and design professionals to find innovative
opportunities for change, making the city more beautiful,
sustainable, and available to all. To ensure that Design Trust
projects become a reality in the public realm, we will not
initiate a project without the full collaboration of the city
agency or community group best situated to implement the
project’s results.

Michael DiVito

To celebrate the yellow cab’s hundredth anniversary, the
Design Trust launched Taxi 07, a project to encourage
improvements to the taxi vehicle and the whole taxi system.
Taxi 07’s goal was to demonstrate—unequivocally and by
example—that the yellow cab can powerfully communicate
New York City’s commitment to sustainable mobility, access
for all, and great design. Taxi 07 had three distinct parts:
an exhibit of taxi prototypes and system improvements at
the 2007 New York International Auto Show; a related public
awareness campaign; and, in partnership with the New York
City Taxi & Limousine Commission, the publication of Taxi
07: Roads Forward, the first-ever strategic plan for improving
the New York City taxi system.
This publication presents a comprehensive overview of the
Design Trust’s Taxi 07 Exhibit at the 2007 New York International Auto Show, Jacob Javits Convention Center, April 6–15,
2007. The exhibit displayed eight taxi prototypes, two historic
taxis, and many options for future vehicle and system-wide
improvements. With information on everything from sustainability and fuel efficiency to ease of use and accessibility
to system stats and taxi history, the exhibit was the most
comprehensive display of information on New York City’s
taxis ever mounted.

Deborah Marton, Executive Director
Design Trust for Public Space
April 2008
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INTRODUCTION

Transforming an Icon

The last significant effort within the design community
to change the New York taxi was the Museum of Modern
Art’s ambitious exhibition in 1976, for which several
prototypes of new taxis were created… But the exhibition
had little effect, largely because neither the taxi
industry nor the major American automotive manufacturers played an active role. For the current initiative,
the Design Trust sought to build a wide coalition of
participants…A premise from the outset was the
recognition that this effort would not succeed if it
consisted only of designers talking to other designers.
Paul Goldberger
“A Taxi is Not a Car”
Designing the Taxi
November 2005

Michael DiVito
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Hailing a yellow cab—with its promise
of freedom, power, and anonymity—
is the quintessential New York City
act. So deeply rooted is this notion
that visitors count hailing a cab among
top tourist attractions, like visiting the
Empire State Building or Rockefeller
Center. Step off the curb, stick an arm
in the air, and it can take you where
you want to go day or night.
But like so many legends encountered
in person, the reality is disappointing.
With their many makeshift adaptations,
wrought over decades, current cabs
whisk passengers through New York’s
dynamic streets under circumstances
that feel provisional and look like a
mess. Although taxis currently provide
an essential New York experience, few
would disagree that they should be
more ergonomic (for passengers and
drivers), more environmentally sustainable, more accessible, even more
elegant—in short, more expressive
of values New Yorkers care about.

The Design Trust and Taxis
Recognizing the taxi’s latent potential,
in late 2004, Paul Herzan, Chair of
the Cooper-Hewitt National Design
Museum, wrote a short note to Andrea
Woodner, Design Trust founder and
at that time a co-executive director. In
his view, as the icon of all things New
York and the space of entry for millions
of tourists every year, taxis should look
and function much better. He wondered,
would the Design Trust consider a
project about taxis?

Taxis are a Public Space
The Design Trust would not have been
the right organization to undertake a
car design project. But taxis are more
than just a car—collectively they form
a system that includes passengers,
drivers, fleet owners, garages that
service and own taxis, and regulatory
agencies like the New York City Taxi
and Limousine Commission and the
Department of Transportation. That
social, political, and economic system
includes the streets and sidewalks
that taxis and passengers rely on and
that every New Yorker maintains
with tax dollars.
This civic investment in taxi infrastructure, buttressed by laws that oblige
taxis to service anyone who hails them,
points to an important fact: taxis are
an extension of New York City's public
space. Just as Fifth Avenue or Grand
Central Terminal have a distinct public
identity, enjoyed by anyone who has
ever strolled past the Plaza Hotel
or stood under the starry ceiling of the
main hall, so too does the taxi. Like
all great public spaces, New York cabs
both serve the city and stand as an
important part of its identity.
Once understood as a public space
issue, it became clear that no other
New York City organization was better
situated to take this on. The Design
Trust method—to identify and engage
all stakeholders at the start of a
project—was ideally suited to address
a complicated system like taxis. Since
we will not inaugurate a project without the collaboration of the city agency
or community group best able to
implement any designs we develop,
the first step was to engage New York’s
taxi regulators, the New York City
Taxi & Limousine Commission (TLC).
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Transforming an Icon CONT.

Designing the Taxi
Aware of the Design Trust’s rigorous,
nonpartisan, unconventional approach
to public space projects, the TLC
recognized the opportunity to advance
their operations and welcomed the
Design Trust’s efforts. In Spring 2005,
we inaugurated the project with two
workshops, called Designing the Taxi,
undertaken to determine the current
state of the taxi system and identify
constraints and possibilities. A broad
range of taxi stakeholders participated
in the workshops—many of which had
never interacted before. Participants
included the TLC, fleet owners, drivers,
landscape architects, urban planners,
vehicle and industrial designers,
graphic artists, medallion holders,
representatives of City agencies, civic
groups and others. The Design Trust
developed the workshop findings
into an illustrated publication and an
exhibit that was held at Parsons The
New School for Design from November
2005 through January 2006.

Taxi 07
Encouraged by the outpouring of
support for the project from the TLC,
the industry, and the public, in the
summer of 2006, the Design Trust
launched Taxi 07, a new project
designed to take the ideas generated
by Designing the Taxi to the next
level. Taxi 07 had a dual focus: the
taxi vehicle and the taxi system.
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Chris Kannen

The Taxi Vehicle: Taxi 07 Exhibit
Taxi vehicle improvements were on
display at our Taxi 07 Exhibit, held at
the 2007 New York International Auto
Show, April 6–15, 2007. The exhibit
occupied over 5,000 square feet, and
was free and open to the public. Over
100,000 visitors experienced the most
comprehensive display of information
on New York City’s taxis ever mounted.
To create taxi prototypes, the Design
Trust invited auto manufacturers,
some of the nation’s top industrial
designers, and design students. From
a re-designed roof light to a purposebuilt, wheelchair-accessible taxi to
an air filter that turns each taxi into a
mobile air purifier, the Taxi 07 Exhibit
displayed real, feasible improvements,
including eight fully functional vehicle
prototypes and a range of taxi infrastructure (this publication includes
detailed descriptions of exhibit content).
The exhibit received broad coverage
from local, national and international
press, including five New York Times
articles, an AM New York cover, and an
episode of the PBS series, New York

Voices, to name just a few of the more
than 70 print, television, radio, and
web-based pieces to feature the exhibit.
Inspired by the exhibit, Consumer
Reports conducted and published a
study on replacing the NYC taxi fleet
with an improved taxi vehicle.
The Taxi 07 Exhibit was a catalyst
for change. As a result of the Taxi 07
project, TLC is now working with the
New York City Economic Development
Corporation to develop a vehicle technical specification for a new, sustainable taxi that will be custom-made
for the streets of New York City. As of
the date of this publication, the Design
Trust remains actively engaged in the
process as an advisor to the TLC’s
“Taxi of Tomorrow” project.

Taxi 07 served as the
genesis of the ‘Taxi of
Tomorrow’ program.
Matthew W. Daus
Commissioner/Chairman
New York City Taxi &
Limousine Commission
February 14, 2008
The Taxi System:
Taxi 07: Roads Forward >>
A fundamental premise of Taxi 07
was that New York’s taxi services form
a system—an interdependent network
of people, vehicles and the city itself.
The Design Trust’s publication, Taxi 07:
Roads Forward, published in collaboration with the TLC and released in
December 2007, analyzes the current
taxi system and outlines taxi-improvement strategies that are feasible and
cost-effective over a 10-year period.
Roads Forward was created to give the
City of New York and the TLC the
best and most thorough information
available about the state of the taxi
system today and to detail ways to
improve this crucial transit link. The
TLC and the New York City Council
received Roads Forward with enthusiasm; both agencies are working
to implement some of the taxi system
improvements it recommends.

mgmt. design

mgmt. design

mgmt. design
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A Design Trust Project
Without Precedent
The scale of the Design Trust’s efforts
to improve the New York City taxi and
taxi system was without precedent
in the organization’s 12-year history.
This multi-year, multi-phase project
stands as a new way of working and an
important touchstone for future Design
Trust projects. Phase 1, the Designing
the Taxi workshops and publication,
were in essence a brainstorming session, and to some extent, a feasibility
study. Phase 2, Taxi 07, built on the
credibility and relationships established
with that earlier project. The Taxi 07
Exhibit piloted vehicle innovations
that can be traced to Designing the
Taxi. Similarly, Taxi 07: Roads Forward
developed and articulated policy guidelines to achieve some of the systemic
improvements first identified with
Designing the Taxi.
Early in the project, Paul Goldberger
recognized the value of this holistic
approach to improving a complex
civic system:

The Design Trust has
convened an essential
dialogue, and it will
continue, with all
parties recognizing that
the design of a physical
object is intimately
connected to economics,
politics, and culture.
It’s not just the shape of
the car, in other words.
But it does, in the end,
all come down to design,
and to figuring out a
way not only to conceive
of a better object, but
to making it happen.
Paul Goldberger
“A Taxi is Not a Car”
Designing the Taxi
November 2005
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By engaging every stakeholder at
the outset and providing an impartial
context for expression of their perspectives, the Design Trust was able
to activate innovation in a system that
had been considered intractable for
decades. Improvements growing from
Designing the Taxi and Taxi 07 to the
taxi and taxi system will be enjoyed
by all New Yorkers for years to come.

TAXI 07 TIMELINE

Stevenson Swanson
“Bells and Whistles
for a Better Taxi”
Chicago Tribune
April 5, 2007

Chris Kannen

January 2006

Taxi 07 is presented to the NYC Taxi
& Limousine Commission

March 2006

Design Trust holds first meeting with
fleet owners, drivers, automakers
and designers about Taxi 07

July 18, 2006

>>

The exhibit called Taxi 07
is part of the celebration
of the New York taxi’s
birthday and is the latest
installment of a project
started two years ago by
the non-profit the Design
Trust for Public Space
to ‘re-imagine’ the taxi
system, from the design of
the vehicles to much more
far-reaching proposals
about how taxis could
be dispatched to highdemand areas or routed
around traffic jams
and accidents.

Press conference at City Hall where
Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced
Taxi 07 with Design Trust Executive
Director Deborah Marton

Chris Kannen

September 2006

Executive Director Deborah Marton
presents Designing the Taxi and Taxi
07 at the International Association
of Transportation Regulators annual
conference

January 18, 2007 >>

“Transforming an Icon,” a panel discussion with the city’s top designers at the
Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum

Chris Kannen
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TAXI 07 TIMELINE CONT.

March 19, 2007

Mayor’s radio address about Taxi 07

March 27, 2007

Taxi 07 segment on WNYC’s
“The Leonard Lopate Show”

March 29–April 3, 2007 >>

Taxi 07 Exhibit Installation

Chris Kannen

Chris Kannen

Chris Kannen

Chris Kannen

Chris Kannen

Chris Kannen
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Chris Kannen

April 4, 2007 >>

Taxi 07 Exhibit Opening Night Party
sponsored by Target 			

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito
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TAXI 07 TIMELINE CONT.

April 4, 2007 >>

Empire State Building lit in “taxi
yellow” in honor of Taxi 07

>>

April 6–15, 2007

Official “Taxi Week” as proclaimed
by Mayor Michael Bloomberg

>>

April 6–15, 2007

Taxi 07 Exhibit, NY International Auto
Show, Jacob Javits Convention Center

Chris Kannen

Michael DiVito

above: Design Trust
Executive Director
Deborah Marton
and TLC Commissioner Matthew Daus
holding the official
Mayoral “Taxi Week”
proclamation.
Michael DiVito
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April 6–28, 2007

“Fares to Remember” film series at IFC
Center. Films included “Speedy,”
“Taxi Driver,” “Midnight,” “Mona Lisa,”
“Taxi!” “99 River Street,” and “Night
on Earth”

April 13, 2007

Program about the taxi centennial
on the PBS Series “New York Voices”

April 16–19, 2007

Taxi 07 Exhibit dismantled

July–August 2007

“Cabbie Voices” aired on Thirteen/
WNET as part of the “Reel New York”
independent film festival

December 18, 2007 >>

Joint press conference in Times
Square with NYC TLC Commissioner
Matthew Daus and Design Trust
Executive Director Deborah Marton
announcing publication of Taxi 07:
Roads Forward

Chris Kannen
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THE
TAXI 07
EXHIBIT

INTRODUCTION

To celebrate the cab’s centennial
and the Design Trust’s Taxi 07 Exhibit,
Mayor Michael Bloomberg declared
April 4 through 15, 2007, “New York
City Taxi Week.” The highlight of this
celebration was the Taxi 07 Exhibit
at the New York International Auto
Show, April 6–15, 2007.

Chris Kannen

The yellow taxi is getting a makeover. To celebrate the
100th anniversary of the gas-powered taxi in New York
City, a coalition of designers, urban planners, fleet
owners, cab drivers and other taxi experts have joined
forces on a massive project that reimagines a new
generation of taxis that are roomier, cleaner and easier
to use. The results will be unveiled at Taxi 07, a new
exhibit opening today at the 2007 New York International
Auto Show. Curated by the Design Trust for Public Space,
the exhibit includes an array of concept cars, displays
and full-scale “street treatments” that offer a glimpse
into the future of the New York taxi experience.
Greg Gattuso
“All Hail the Yellow Taxi”
Daily News
April 6, 2007
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For this groundbreaking exhibit, the
Design Trust invited some of the world’s
top industrial designers, automakers,
design schools and auto-part manufacturers to create new taxi components,
prototypes and street treatments,
demonstrating their ideas for taxi system
improvements in built form. Although
some of the vehicles displayed would
not meet TLC standards for use as a taxi,
such as the hydrogen-fueled taxi, these
vehicles were included in the exhibit
to illustrate possibilities for the taxis
of tomorrow.
Occupying over 5,000 square feet, the
Taxi 07 Exhibit was designed to feel
like a street scene from the future, with
eight fully-functional vehicle prototypes,
two 21st Century taxi stands, improved
roof lights and partitions, improved
passenger compartments, two historic
checker cabs, a film portrait of NYC
taxi drivers, plus in-depth information
about taxi history, the taxi system, and
how taxis could be more sustainable
and efficient.

Michael DiVito

All exhibit participants were required
to address at least five of Taxi 07's
design challenges:
Short-term improvements
• partition with passenger services
• roof light with improved legibility
• integral child seats
• skylight
• "greener" interior-compartment

materials
on-board air filters
additional passenger stands in outer
boroughs, with rideshare assistance
• additional relief stand locations
• more stringent parking enforcement
• designation of taxi loading zones
near midtown street corners
•
•

Long-term improvements
wheelchair accessibility
improved interior compartments
and overall proportions
• multiple vehicle types
• cashless payment options that
integrate mass transit and
offer rewards
• mobile-phone taxi hail
• redesigned cab stands
• integration of yellow-cab and
radio fleets
•
•

Michael DiVito

top: The information
booth, at the center
of the Taxi 07 Exhibit,
was a distribution center
for exhibit information
and memorabilia.

bottom: Design Trust
trustee Ted Berger
holding the official
Taxi 07 t-shirt.
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CARS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

...organized by the Design Trust for Public Space,
(the Taxi 07 exhibit) demonstrates what the future
may hold for the city’s bumblebee-colored taxi
fleets. Taxi 07 is not a static display; the vehicles
actually work, and in some cases, make runs
though Midtown.
Jerry Garrett
“A Dozen Don’t Miss Models
at the New York Auto Show”
The New York Times: Automobiles
April 7, 2007

VEHICLES

CNG-Fueled Ford
Crown Victoria
New York State Energy
Research and Development
Authority (NYSERDA) >>
A conventional Ford Crown Victoria’s
fuel efficiency is comparable to a
Hummer H3 (17mpg vs. 16mpg for
city driving). This taxi is actually fueled
by Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)—
a more sustainable alternative to
conventional gasoline—and is a Super
Ultra Low Emission Vehicle, thanks to
NYSERDA. NYSERDA runs the New
York City Clean Fuel Taxi Program,
and pays dealerships $8,000 for each
natural gas taxi sold for use as a yellow
medallion cab. Since 1998 the program has funded over 300 natural gas
taxis, and has plans for 300 more
in the works.

Kia Rondo Taxi
Kia Motors America
with Smart Design, Antenna
Design, Birsel + Seck >>
The industrial design firm Smart
Design led a team of several NYCbased design consultancies in a
unique collaboration with Kia Motors
America to produce this prototype.
This partnership demonstrated that
combining a smaller vehicle with
a series of thoughtful innovations for
both drivers and passengers yields
a better experience for everyone. The
new 2007 Kia Rondo crossover vehicle
was an ideal platform for a taxi with
its spacious interior cabin, versatile
seating and cargo areas, strong safety
features, and fresh, modern design.
The Rondo occupies a smaller footprint than the Ford Crown Victoria and
delivers better gas mileage (20-21
mpg compared to 17 mpg).

Chris Kannen

Jason DeCesare
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VEHICLES CONT.

Kia Rondo Taxi
Kia Motors America
with Smart Design, Antenna
Design, Birsel + Seck CONT.
Outside, the exterior graphics were
designed by Smart Design to clearly
identify and energize the NYC taxi
brand. Antenna Design addressed the
need for a legible, easy-to-understand
roof light with their LED-based
display that is visible in daylight and
quickly communicates the cab’s
status in simple descriptive terms,
such as ‘vacant’, ‘exit’ and ‘pick-up’.
Inside, Birsel + Seck worked with
Smart Design to re-think the cab’s
interior. A dedicated space keeps
the driver’s belongings organized and
accessible, and an L-shaped partition
protects the driver while creating a
more open social space for passengers.
An integrated, fold-down child seat
keeps children safe and secure, and
an on-board computer with touchscreen display allows passengers
to access GPS maps, news, and entertainment and track their fares while
en route to their destination. Smart
Design also highlighted the seatbelts
in bright yellow to make them easier
to find, installed strobe lights on door
edges to alert oncoming bicyclists of
passengers exiting, and added focused
LED lighting on seats, seatbelts,
and along the floor.
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Birsel+Seck

Smart Design

Smart Design

Birsel+Seck

Antenna Design

Kia Rondo ‘Sketch Model’
Kia Motors America
with Smart Design, Antenna
Design, Birsel + Seck
Throughout the development process
for the Kia Rondo taxi, this full-size
‘sketch model’ was routinely taken
apart and tacked together again while
designers explored a variety of options
for transforming the Rondo into a
yellow cab. Representing the more
conceptual vision of the designers, the
‘sketch model’ highlights additional
modifications that could be applied to
the Rondo taxi in the future.
Most notably, the design team experimented with a passenger lounge
concept for the interior. The reconfigured
seating, with the front passenger seat
facing rearward, facilitates effortless
conversation between passengers and
provides ample legroom and space for
luggage. A panoramic skylight allows
for dramatic vertical views of the city
and enhanced LED-based interior lighting
adds to the cool, lounge experience.

Jason DeCesare

Jason DeCesare

Jason DeCesare
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VEHICLES CONT.

Standard Taxi
Vehicle Production Group
Designed and engineered from scratch,
the Standard Taxi was the only “purposebuilt” taxi in the Taxi 07 Exhibit.
Purpose-built vehicles are designed and
constructed for a specific use, like the
United States Post Office trucks used
to deliver mail safely and efficiently. An
ordinary vehicle would not be adequate
for mail delivery, and an ordinary sedan
lacks features desirable in a taxi.
Standard Taxi’s engineers employed
“universal design” strategies—that is,
designing for the broadest range of
users possible—to create an exceptionally accessible vehicle that seats four
passengers plus a wheelchair or scooter.
Fully compliant with the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Standard
Taxi is equipped with a low floor, high
roof, 56-inch door opening, and
recessed access ramp for effortless
ingress and egress for everyone, including
those in a wheelchair or scooter. The
trunk contains more than 26 cubic feet
of space (compared to 20.6 in the
Ford Crown Victoria taxi)—big enough
to hold four golf bags and a spare tire.
Standard Taxi was engineered to be
durable and cost-efficient by employing
groundbreaking features like interchangeable door panels, fenders and
bumpers, and easy-to-maintain interior
materials. The driver’s seat has been
elevated for increased visibility and
lumbar support provided for comfort.
The Standard Taxi will offer a choice
of factory-installed fuel systems—gasoline (E85 compliant) or compressed
natural gas (CNG).
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Michael DiVito

Standard Taxi

Standard Taxi

Michael DiVito

Jason DeCesare

L-PT Cruiser Yellow Cab
Hybrid Technologies >>
This zero-emissions, fuel-free cab is a
Chrysler PT Cruiser converted by Hybrid
Technologies to support “green” transportation in the city that never sleeps.
With a top speed of 80 mph and a
range of 120 miles between charges,
its 312-volt electric drive, created by
Ballard Power Systems, offers superb
performance, design and durability.

Crown Vic Hi-Riser
RIDES Magazine
with Wheel Concepts
In tribute to the urban workhorse that
defines the New York City taxi, RIDES
magazine gave the Ford Crown Victoria
a makeover—hi-riser style. Born out
of Southern hip-hop car culture, a
hi-riser, also known as a Donk, Box or
Bubble, is a tall, larger-than-life work of
rolling art. Hi-risers are characterized
by exaggerated ground clearance, large
diameter wheels, bright color paint
jobs, aggressive stances and specially
tuned suspensions. This Crown Vic was
perched atop outsized 30-inch rims
with a hydraulic step-up ladder and
outfitted with the latest technology
and audio.
tm

>>

TM

Jason DeCesare

Michael DiVito
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VEHICLES CONT.

Toyota Sienna with Bruno ®
Turning Automotive
Seating™ (TAS™)
Bronx Auto Group with Bruno
Independent Living Aids®
As of this printing, there are over 1,300
Sienna taxis on the road in New York
City—about 10% of the total fleet. The
Toyota Sienna—first approved for use
as a taxi in 2004—has more headroom
and legroom in front and rear, more
passenger space (6 passengers and a
driver), and double the cargo capacity
of the Crown Victoria. It has also proved
more durable—only 26% fail initial
inspection compared to 56% of all
Crown Victorias.
The Sienna is the only minivan available
domestically that meets the Ultra-Low
Emissions Vehicle II (ULEV-II) emissions
standard, though their fuel efficiency is
only marginally better than the Crown
Victoria, at 14 to 16mpg. Fuel efficiency
will rise significantly when Toyota
releases the much-anticipated Sienna
hybrid in one to two years.
The most frequent complaint about
the Sienna is the difficulty of stepping
up to get into the vehicle. This model
addresses that problem by including
Bruno Turning Automotive Seating™.
The seat swings out of the vehicle,
allowing elderly and disabled passengers to move into and out of the taxi
with ease.
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Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito

World’s Fastest Taxi
World’s Fastest Taxi
This cab had a starring role in the
2004 movie Taxi, starring Queen
Latifah and Jimmy Fallon. Now transformed by California-based Ford
Performance Solutions, the World’s
Fastest Taxi was designed to achieve
an astonishing 1,000 horsepower,
with a hydrogen engine that uses a
Procharger F-2 supercharger, enabling
the car to reach projected speeds of
over 200 mph, with the goal of taking
the world hydrogen speed record.
Hydrogen fuel cell-powered cars are
emission-free, fuel efficient (45mpg)
and have incredible mile ranges—
great features for a taxi. The World’s
Fastest Taxi also includes fully adjustable air suspension to buffer potholes
and lower the car for smooth travel
at high speeds, and a nitrogen tire
system for improved gas mileage and
tire lifespan. Drivers would enjoy a
fully integrated PC (an Azentek® Atlas™
CPC-1000) with Global Positioning
System (GPS) navigation and business
management software to track fares.
Multiple video outputs allow each
passenger to watch different programming simultaneously.

Jason DeCesare

Chris Kannen
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VEHICLES CONT.

After years of development, Checker
Cab Manufacturing of Kalamazoo,
Michigan unleashed their totally new
car in January 1956 amidst much
fanfare and anticipation. Checker was
the last cab with jump seats, and the
1956 model can pack eight passengers
into a car only 200 inches long.
The secret was to make the passenger
compartment a little longer than regular sedans, and to install two folding
seats that, when pulled out of the floor,
aimed the jump seat passenger’s legs
at a 45-degree angle. It was a snug
setup but it worked for 26 years. The
1975 Checker was among the last
models produced before the company
ceased manufacturing in 1982.

Michael DiVito

1956 Checker A8
Bruce Ulrich

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito
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Chris Kannen

1975 Checker
Taxidepot

Chris Kannen

Jason DeCesare

Michael DiVito
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COMPONENTS

eTaxi™
Taxitech >>
eTaxi™ is a passenger information
monitor (PIM). A PIM is a screen
mounted on the passenger’s side of
the partition to offer riders interactive
content on a broad range of topics—
from cultural and public service
information to real-time maps of the
cab’s location to credit card processing.
By early 2008, all New York City
taxis will have PIMs.

PremAir® Ozone
Destruction Catalyst
BASF Catalysts LLC >>
An inexpensive coating that can be
applied to any vehicle’s radiator,
PremAir® destroys harmful, groundlevel ozone and converts it into oxygen.
Installed on over 3 million automotive
radiators throughout the world, PremAir ®
can destroy up to 75 percent of the
ozone that touches the radiator with no
significant impact on cooling or other
performance attributes.

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito

BASF Catalysts

BASF Catalysts

Chris Kannen
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Ricardo Hybrid System
Ricardo US
With a hybrid power train, energy
generated during braking is captured
and then used to power the battery—
a perfect fit for stop-and-go traffic.
When the car idles, the engine shuts
down, increasing energy savings and
reducing emissions. Most vehicles
can easily accommodate this system,
including taxis. If this technology
were applied to all New York City taxis,
Ricardo estimates that 10 million
gallons of gas a year could be saved,
reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by 70,000 tons per year.

Michael DiVito
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COMPONENTS CONT.

Ceramic Brake Pads, Catalytic
Converter, Regenerative
Braking System and Variable
Transmission
New York State Energy
Research and Development
Authority (NYSERDA)
NYSERDA has partnered with automotive research and development
companies to create components that
reduce fuel consumption and emissions. On view were brake pads that
reduce fuel consumption by 3-8%; a
low-energy catalytic converter; a regenerative braking system that captures
energy normally lost during vehicle
braking; and a variable transmission
designed for city driving that improves
overall efficiency and fuel economy.

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito
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Michael DiVito

TAXI INFRASTRUCTURE

STRETCHfence Taxi Driver
Relief Station
TRUCK Product Architecture
Driver-relief stands allow drivers to
legally park their off-duty cabs and
take up to a 60-minute break. TRUCK’s
proposal for the STRETCHfence driverrelief stand imagines how a typical New
York City Department of Parks and Recreation fence could be transformed into
a piece of durable, inexpensive urban
furniture so drivers could stretch their
legs, eat lunch and congregate.

Michael DiVito

TRUCK Product Architecture
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TAXI INFRASTRUCTURE CONT.

Interactive Taxi Stand
Weisz + Yoes
This “interactive taxi stand,” designed
by the architecture firm Weisz +
Yoes, would be connected to a Global
Positioning System (GPS), enabling it
to wirelessly “hail” all cabs in the area.
The design of this taxi stand is flexible
and modular, allowing it to be configured
based on available space.
The small version includes a single
pole with embedded technology; the
full version adds seating, a canopy,
and a restroom. All configurations
include digital wireless technology and
an LCD touch screen that allows users
to hail a cab, search maps for local
information, see live maps of all taxis
within a 1/4 mile radius, calculate
fares, and more. Drivers would receive
data transmitted from the stand, allowing them to find fares more efficiently.

Weisz + Yoes

Weisz + Yoes

Chris Kannen
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Weisz + Yoes

Birsel+Seck

Taxi Zone
Birsel + Seck
With their “taxi zone” design, Birsel
+ Seck addressed the transition from
pedestrian to passenger, and from sidewalk to street, by colorfully demarcating
a section of roadway as a taxi loading
and unloading zone. Recalling an
elegant time in the city’s past, the taxi
zone lamppost signals to oncoming taxi
drivers that a passenger awaits pickup. A cab-only area such as this would
provide safer access for passengers and
cut down on erratic driving by cabbies
hustling for fares.
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MODELS

Citixen Cab, Mini-Modal, Mogul
Hybrid Product Design &
Development and Anthem
Cab Company
Hybrid Product Design & Development
and Anthem Cab Company offer a trio
of taxi concept models to accommodate
all types of trips and passengers. Based
on an innovative new vehicle platform
which maximizes the interior cabin
while maintaining a small overall footprint, each concept is fully wheelchair accessible.

Michael DiVito

Chris Kannen
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College for Creative
Studies (CCS)
Detroit, Michigan
The CCS Taxi—created by a team of
animation, transportation and graphic
design students—is powered by a
small hybrid/hydrogen fuel cell engine,
employs an advanced electronic drive
system, and emphasizes environmentally
friendly materials.

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito

College for Creative Studies

College for Creative Studies
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MODELS CONT.

Art Center College of Design
Pasadena, California
The students of Art Center College of
Design examined many forms of chauffeured personal transportation, such
as airport shuttle vans, limousines,
and traditional taxis, and then worked
to remedy design shortfalls with an
emphasis on an improved experience
for drivers and passengers.

Michael DiVito

Pratt Institute
Brooklyn, New York
Pratt Institute’s year-long Taxi Studio
focused on targeted improvements
like an easy-to-decipher roof light, an
intuitive driver display interface, an
informational interface for passengers,
a new partition design that facilitates
driver-passenger communication, and
a giant waving hand taxi stand.

Jason DeCesare

Michael DiVito

Michael DiVito
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Michael DiVito

Jason DeCesare

MULTI-MEDIA

Cabbie Voices
A Film by Shravan Vidyarthi
Trisha Solyn, Director of Photography
Produced by the Design Trust
for Public Space, 2007
New York cabbies are intrinsic to the
city’s identity, but few New Yorkers
really know who they are and what
their day is like. To understand taxi
drivers you need to walk a mile in
their shoes—or ride a mile in their
back seats.
The Design Trust’s Taxi 07 Exhibit
premiered filmmaker Shravan Vidyarthi’s
short film, Cabbie Voices. Shravan
hit the streets, rode around, ate, hung
out at popular gas stations, and even
worked out at the gym with cabbies
over the course of several months.
The resulting film is an intimate portrait
of drivers and their daily milieu.

Chris Kannen

Michael DiVito

bottom: Filmmaker
Shravan Vidyarthi
(center) with some
of the taxi drivers
featured in his
film at the Taxi 07
Exhibit Opening
Night Party.
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INFORMATION

In addition to the vehicles, components, and models on
display, the Taxi 07 Exhibit provided information about
taxi history, the taxi system, and how taxis could be more
sustainable and efficient. Excerpts from this portion
of the exhibit follow.
42 DESIGN TRUST FOR PUBLIC SPACE

WHO IS THE DRIVER?

New York City has over 42,900 licensed
taxi drivers. Even within New York’s
rich cross-section of nationalities, the
taxi driver work-force is famously
diverse—91% of drivers are immigrants,
representing 84 countries and speaking
over 60 languages. Most drivers have
years of experience—an average of 9.2
years in 2005, with 42% of all drivers
licensed for 11 years or more.
To operate a yellow cab in New York
City you need a taxi driver’s license,
a vehicle, and a medallion (a metal
emblem affixed to the hood of the cab
which licenses the vehicle to pick up
street hails). Due to high medallion
prices (upwards of $500,000), less
than one-third of all New York City taxi
drivers own their own medallion, or
the vehicle they drive. Instead, the
majority of drivers lease their vehicles
from large leasing agents or taxi fleets
on a per-shift or long-term basis.

top: Taxi drivers
waiting at JFK
airport.
middle: Drivers
share afternoon
prayers while
parked in the
Central Taxi Hold
lot at JFK airport,
where they wait
to be dispatched
to terminals. The
dispatch system
ensures even
distribution across
terminals. The lot
combines parking
for 700 cabs with
driver facilities,
including restrooms
and a 24-hour
cafeteria.

Stewart Simons

New York taxi drivers travel 141
miles per day and spend an average
of 10 hours per day behind the wheel.
In 2005, drivers made an average of
$158 per shift, for an annual income
of $35,000 for a 5-day week.

Stewart Simons

bottom: Medallion
affixed to historic
Checker cab

Michael DiVito
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WHO IS THE PASSENGER?

There are more than 170 million New
York City taxi trips each year, approximately 470,000 trips each day. With
an average of 1.4 passengers per trip,
this represents around 240 million
passengers each year, a number that
has remained constant since 1995.
While the current taxi system serves
some passengers quite well, others
have difficulty getting or using taxis.
Ideally, the taxi would be a purposebuilt vehicle designed only to be a taxi,
instead of a mass-produced general
use car repurposed for use as a cab.
Currently there are only 144 wheelchair
accessible taxis on the road out of over
13,000—about 1% of all vehicles.

These issues don’t only
concern design geeks,
political activists, urban
planners and non-suicidal
cyclists. Since most
New Yorkers don’t have
automobiles of their
own, Deborah Marton
[Executive Director, Design
Trust for Public Space]
observed, ‘the taxi is basically our shared family
car.’ Maybe it’s time for
a serious upgrade.
Lisa Delgado
“Hailing the Future”
The Architect’s Newspaper
April 10, 2007
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Andy Cross

EFFICIENCY AND TECHNOLOGY

About 40% of a driver’s time on the
road is spent driving around searching
for a fare. New technologies and updated taxi stands could go a long way
toward addressing this inefficiency,
helping both passenger and driver. With
the recent installation of Geographic
Positioning Systems (GPS) in cabs,
a cell-phone hailing system could be
created to match passengers with
drivers. If taxi stands were outfitted
with GPS and wireless technology,
waiting passengers could simply press
a button to alert nearby drivers of
their presence, better matching supply
and demand and reducing emissions
from cruising cabs.
A re-designed roof light could also
improve efficiency and ease-of-use.
The roof light—largely illegible in its
current form—is the primary method
of communication between drivers
in their cars and passengers on the
street. A new design could improve
efficiency by addressing this communication barrier.

Stewart Simons
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Taxis AND Sustainability

Earlier this month, at the New York International Auto
Show, an exhibit celebrated the 100th anniversary of
the gasoline-powered taxi in New York City…the goal
of the taxi exhibition was to reinvent the New York
City taxi system. It proposed models with improved
roof lights, bigger passenger compartments and bolder
graphics. Several designs incorporated hybrids,
alternative fuels and zero emission technologies…
Mandates today can double the fuel economy of the
fleet and halve their emissions. After 100 years on the
road, it is time to paint New York City’s taxis green.
Bradley Tirpak and Dennis Tirpak
“How Green is My Taxi”
The New York Times
April 22, 2007
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The United Nations defines sustainability as “progress that allows us to
meet the needs of present generations
without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet theirs.”
By 2010, transportation will be the
single largest contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. In NYC, over
13,000 yellow taxis together drive over
1 billion miles on city streets each year,
contributing to some of the worst air
quality in the nation.
With high ozone levels, and soot levels
that are 27% above national requirements in parts of the city, New York
cannot afford to ignore opportunities
to reduce the environmental impact of
cars whenever possible. To add to the
pollution problem, many materials
used in taxis are toxic, and many cab
components are not recyclable.

The Taxi 07 Exhibit showcased many
enhancements to the taxi vehicle
that would improve their environmental
sustainability, including:
1. Alternative Fuels
There are over four-dozen hybrid and
alternative fuel vehicles currently
available in the U.S., but in 2007,
most NYC taxis still ran on conventional
gasoline. To meet the Mayor’s mandate
that cabs achieve 30mpg or better,
it is anticipated that all cabs will be
hybrid-electric by 2012. Other future
fueling options displayed at the Taxi 07
Exhibit included: compressed natural
gas, hydrogen, electric, and gas-electric.
2. Sustainable Interiors
Sustainable vehicle design extends
beyond the engine: a greener cab could
be designed, produced, and maintained without using toxic, harmful,
or pollution-producing materials and
processes. A greener cab could also
be recyclable, designed to easily break
down to component materials that
would be repurposed, or sold for profit,
rather than becoming waste.
3. Fuel Efficiency
Alternative fuels are not the only way
to reduce gasoline consumption
and emissions. According to the U.S.
Department of Energy, up to 85%
of energy produced by conventional
gasoline vehicles is lost to engine
and driveline inefficiencies and idling.
There are many ways to retrofit current
taxis and to improve vehicle components to improve their fuel efficiency
and sustainability.

Stewart Simons

TLC Inspection
Facility, Woodside,
Queens. Hose pipes
on the testing floor
extract exhaust for
emissions diagnostics, just one of
many tests each cab
must undergo.
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AFTER
THE
EXHIBIT
The Design Trust’s Taxi 07 Exhibit was a remarkable
success in every respect: the high caliber of designers
and manufacturers who contributed to the exhibit,
the astounding number of exhibit visitors and overwhelming public interest, and the extensive press
attention from all around the world.

PRESS

Media coverage of the exhibit was
copious and substantial, with feature
stories appearing in newspapers (13),
magazines (12), on television (15),
radio (5), international media (15) and
online (26+). The exhibit even garnered
a few jokes on late night television by
Jay Leno and Conan O’Brian. Selected
quotes and a full list of media
coverage follow.

With some 13,000 distinctive yellow cabs cruising the
potholed streets of the Big Apple…it makes a certain
amount of sense that a sizable chunk of real estate
at the recent New York Auto Show was given over
to Taxi 07, a celebration of the 100th anniversary of
the gasoline-powered taxi in New York. A project
of the Design Trust for Public Space, Taxi 07 WAS ALSO
intended as an opportunity for carmakers to show
their ideas for replacements for the ubiquitous
Ford Crown Victoria.
Jim Travers
“Rally Cry for a Taxi Revolution”
Consumer Reports.org
May 3, 2007

…despite celebrity seat-belt advisories and alleged
efforts to install credit-card readers, not a whole lot
has changed…Enter the Design Trust for Public Space,
who decided NYC taxis could do with a 21st century
face-lift. In 2005, they brought together Taxi and
Limousine Commission representatives, fleet owners
and drivers with car designers and urban planners
for a massive brainstorming session.
Raven Snook
“Yellow Fever”
TimeOutNY: Around Town
April 5, 2007
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Leslie McBeth

Press covering the
Taxi 07 Exhibit
press conference.

Michael DiVito
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PRESS CONT.

The future cabs had to meet certain criteria such as
built-in child seats and sunroofs and easy access
for the elderly and the disabled. They also had to run
on alternative fuel and be made of environmentally
friendly materials…one taxi on display, the Standard
Taxi, will be released next year for use on city STREETS.
At more than 6 feet tall…the Standard allows room
for wheelchairs and a commercial-grade trucker’s
seat for maximum driver comfort.
Justin Rocket Silverman
“Hailing the Future’s Cabs”
amNew York
April 5, 2007

Consumer Reports said its impetus for studying
the replacement of the city’s conventional taxi
fleet came from Taxi 07, an exhibit put up last month
by the Design Trust for Public Space, a nonprofit
advocacy group, as part of the New York International Auto Show.
Sewell Chan
“A Push for Cleaner-Fuel Taxicabs”
The New York Times
May 3, 2007
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It’s the taxi’s 100th
birthday—not too soon
to think about retirement. The New York—
based nonprofit Design
Trust for Public Space
certainly agrees, so
it has asked some of the
city’s top design firms,
as well as a number of
automakers, to reinvent
the yellow cab.
From “Up & Coming”
Metropolis Magazine
April 2007

Television Station / Program
ABC (WABC) / Eyewitness News
CW11 / Morning News
Fox (WNYW) / Fox 5 News at 5
Fox (WNYW) / Fox 5 News at 10
Fox (WNYW) / Good Day New York
First Edition
Fox (WNYW) / Good Day New York
Wake Up
NBC / The Late Show with Conan
O’Brien
NBC / Tonight Show with Jay Leno
NBC (WNBC) / Today in New York
NY1 / The Call
NY1 / News All Day
NY1 / News All Morning
NY1 / News at Eleven
WNET/Thirteen / New York Voices
Episode dedicated to Taxi 07
“Reel New York”
WWOR / My 9 News
International Television/Radio
ARD Radio (Germany)
ARD TV (Germany)
Associated Press Television
BBC World (England)
Columbia Radio
French TV (France)
FUJI-TV (Japan)
RAI Corporation (Italy)
Reuters TV
Russian TV (Russian)
Telemundo
Telemundo 47/NBC
Televisa
TV Asahi America (Japan)
Univision

Radio
Leonard Lopate Show
NPR
1010 WINS
WCBS 880AM (2 stories)
WFUV
WNYC
Newspapers
amNew York (front cover)
Charlottesville Daily
Chicago Tribune
Daily News
New York Post
New York Times Automobiles
New York Times City
New York Times Metro
New York Times Op-Ed
New York Times Week in Review
Oakland Press
Magazines
Architect’s Newspaper
Brownbook Magazine (Dubai)
Car Magazine (UK)
MAX Ukraine
Metropolis
Metropolis Buenos Aires
Metropolis Magazine
Motorpress International
RIDESTM Magazine
Surface
Time Out New York
Weekend Weekly Hong Kong

Online
AMNY Tracker
ABC 7 Online
ABC News
The Auto Channel
Automotive Digest
Bauhaus Weblog
Car and Driver
CNET
Consumer Reports
Core 77
CW11
Dexigner
Edmunds.com
Gothamist
Interior Design Online
Media Bistro
New York Magazine
New York Times Metro Blog
New York Times Technology
News.com
NY1
Reuters
Reuters Second Life
Variety.com
Yahoo! Finance
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PUBLIC RESPONSE

The Taxi 07 Exhibit attracted
more than 100,000 people over
12 days, at times drawing as
many as 1,400 people in just one
hour. As one of these visitors
to the exhibit said, “It is fitting
that NYC be the leader in this
kind of cutting-edge, userfriendly design.” Of the thousands
of visitors to the exhibit…

…over 75% thought that “the
ideas were creative AND do-able”
…the majority of visitors found
the exhibit to be “informative”
and “inspirational”
…over 70% said that they “have a
better understanding of taxi drivers
and their occupation after seeing
the exhibit”

Michael DiVito

Chris Kannen
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Chris Kannen

The Taxi 07 Exhibit catalyzed a sea
change in the New York City taxi
system. With the Mayor’s announcement in May 2007 that all taxis
must get 30 miles to the gallon by
2012, and TLC’s “Taxi of Tomorrow”
project working to design a New York
City-specific taxi, the results of the
Design Trust’s Taxi 07 project will
soon be seen on our streets.
Further, new taxi logos that debuted
at the Taxi 07 Exhibit can now be seen
on all cabs, replacing the old stencil
and sticker method of communicating
important taxi information to passengers.
Michael DiVito

top: TLC
Commissioner
Matthew Daus
unveiling the
new taxi logo
at the Taxi 07
Exhibit press
conference.
bottom: The new
taxi logo as seen
on the streets
of Times Square
in December
2007.

Megan Canning
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mission of the Design Trust’s Taxi 07 program:
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DESIGN TRUST FOR PUBLIC SPACE
http://www.designtrust.org/
The Design Trust for Public Space is
a non-profit organization dedicated to
improving New York City’s parks, plazas,
streets, and public buildings. Design
Trust projects enrich the urban experience for all New Yorkers by turning
good design intentions into reality. We
bring together neighborhoods, public
agencies, and design professionals
to find innovative opportunities for
change, making the city more beautiful,
sustainable, and available to all.

